
ESSAY WRITING SCHOOL SPORTS DAY

Check out our essay example on Sports Day to start writing! In our school we have a very big playground where the
students play games regularly. Haven't.

Again we had the most interesting item. Arun was considered the best athlete of the school. It is a time of
great fun and joy in the school as the days prior to the event as well as the day itself are marked by
tournaments, matches and various competitions. It is in this backdrop that most schools organise their Annual
Sports Day. More Essays and Articles:. There were many other races like meter race. They also develop the
spirit of the sportsmanship and suddenly derive a lot of pleasure by playing games. These sports are very
essential for the students. The students who do well in athletics get every encouragement in their school. The
five kilometres race was a great fun. The day of the annual sports of our school is always fascinating for us.
We all enjoyed immensely the various events. First of all the meter race war organized. Thereafter, he was led
to the specially erected pandal by the Wangala dancers. On 19th Oct, the final touches were given to the
preparation and last rehearsals were held for the inaugural function and the cultural show. He had a muscular
body. Apart from teaching us good values such as, sportsmanship, proper spirit of competition, team-spirit,
co-operation, discipline in the field, etc. Every student is full of youthful energy, and this cannot be the
entirely made use of in mere studies. The prize distribution followed the sports. Finally, we had done. Write an
Essay on the Annual Sports Day of your School Article shared by Today a school without games and sports is
unthinkable, as sports and games have become an integral element of present-day education. The inaugural
function came to a close with the display of a short drill. After the races came the jumps-the long jumps, the
high jumps and the pole jumps. After this there was the tug of war which was a highly exciting event. The
school sports provide students lots of diversions. The Annual School Sports Day is celebrated in our school
with great preparations. Then came the items for strong and healthy boys-the shot-put, the discuss throw, and
the javelin throw. A true sportsman accepts victory and defeats with a smile on his face. It made me and
friends fun, have much more unity in the class, have the friendship between other classes.


